WORLDWOMENWORK
SAFARI TO ZAMBIA & BOTSWANA
AUGUST 23 – SEPTEMBER 7, 2017
AUGUST 23 Wednesday * LUSAKA, ZAMBIA
Today we will arrive into Lusaka, Zambia. On arrival we will be met by a representative from
Tours Africa who will assist us with entrance formalities into the country. Their driver will then
transfer us to the delightful boutique hotel, Latitude 15. (Driving time is about 30 minutes, traffic
depending.)
Designed by travelers for travelers, Latitude 15 is a marriage of the best that Zambia has to offer.
From works of the country's finest artists and locally sourced furnishings, handmade crafts woven
into the decor, to the grown-to-order organic parsnips, everything from the architecture to the
appetizers is a distillate of Zambian homegrown with an international twist.

Our group is booked at The Latitude 15 for one night on a bed & breakfast basis.
http://15.latitudehotels.com/
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AUGUST 24 Thursday * MFUWE LODGE, SOUTH LUANGWA NATIONAL PARK
Today we will return to Lusaka Airport with Tours Africa who will assist us to a private King Air
charter to Mfuwe Airport scheduled to depart at 10AM. (Flying time is approximately 1 hour 15
minutes.) On arrival we will be met by a representative from The Bushcamp Company and driven
to Mfuwe Lodge, situated on one of the most beautiful lagoons of the Luangwa River just inside
the South Luangwa National Park. The drive to the lodge takes about 45 minutes.
TRIBAL TEXTILES
En route from Mfuwe Airport we may stop at Tribal Textiles, a cooperative of local artisans who
create hand painted textiles in both traditional and contemporary designs, drawing inspiration
from the stunning Zambian wildlife and surroundings. Each piece is drawn and painted by local
women and men in a rich palette of hand-mixed colors, providing jobs in an area where
employment is scarce. From its humble beginnings set up under a mango tree 25 years ago, today
Tribal Textiles are exported to over 20 countries worldwide. WorldWomenWork has been
supporting Tribal creations for 15 years which includes table and bed linens, cushion covers, wallhangings, a range of children’s items, and a selection of t-shirts, bags and accessories. We will
meet the artisans, observe the creative processes, and visit the factory showroom where an
opportunity to purchase items is available.

A picnic lunch will be arranged for us to enjoy in the garden at Tribal Textiles before we continue
on to Mfuwe Lodge.
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The South Luangwa National Park is a magnificent park that ranks among the finest in Africa and
hosts a wide variety of mammals and over 400 species of birds within its 3500 square miles. Its
boundary is the meandering Luangwa River whose network of scenic lagoons and superb riverine
trees create a landscape of exceptional beauty that has made the Park famous.

The unspoiled nature of Luangwa and its spectacular wildlife are idyllic for visitors - those seeking
nature at its best. The South Luangwa National Park is a natural utopia and one of Africa’s truly
great wildlife sanctuaries.
The Luangwa Valley has been called the Last Kingdom of the Elephants and indeed here one of
the most memorable sights is that of elephants gathered at dusk or dawn, tentatively testing the air
before venturing across the river, sometimes in groups of over 100 strong.
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Mfuwe Lodge consists of 18 luxury rooms, all with wonderful views over two different lagoons
where wildlife is always present. The main dining and lounge areas are open and airy, and there is
also a large infinity swimming pool for cooling off in the heat of the day.

The Luangwa is one of the few national parks in Africa offering night drives in search of nocturnal
creatures, especially the elusive leopard that is often found, along with lions on the hunt, and
intriguing interaction among the nocturnal predators and prey.
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Accommodation at Mfuwe Lodge is spacious and comfortable. Each room has a lovely deck that
faces over a waterhole where game is often in view, especially at this time of the year. All rooms
have a large en-suite bathroom, airconditioning, and overhead fans to keep cool.

The Lodge features a spa situated overlooking the lagoon with its resident herd of hippo. On offer
is a full range of rejuvenating treatments after the long flights where you may enjoy a massage
while listening to the wonderful chorus of hippos and fish eagles nearby.

Our group is booked at Mfuwe Lodge for one night on a fully inclusive basis. All bar is additional
and payable direct.
http://bushcampcompany.com/mfuwe-lodge-index.php
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The following is a list of some of the many community and conservation initiatives that have been
undertaken by the Bushcamp Company in the Mfuwe area since 2000 when the company was
founded.
SCHOOLS – Chiwawatala & Mfuwe Primary and Secondary Day School
 Education funded for more than 350 primary and secondary students.
 Classrooms, dormitories, teachers housing and ablution blocks have been constructed.
 School lunch program that feeds 2050 children every school day.
 Wildlife excursions into the national park.
 Girl empowerment “educate a girl and you educate the community”.

CLEAN WATER INITIATIVE
 To date 42 boreholes have been drilled in local communities, bringing life changing benefit
of clean water to thousands of local villagers.
CONSERVATION SOUTH LUANGWA & ZAMBIAN CARNIVORE PROGRAM
A non-profit community based organization committed to the conservation and preservation of the
local wildlife and natural resources in Luangwa.
 Aircraft and vehicle for anti-poaching, game counts, radio tracking and anti-snaring
campaign.
 Support for Canine Detection Unit to intercept and arrest poachers trafficking in illegal
wildlife products, especially ivory and bush meat.
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The “street scene” and markets along the main road into and out of the national park offers a
great photographic experience!

During our stay at Mfuwe Lodge we will be treated to SEKA, the local theater group in Mfuwe,
who perform Kusanga. SEKA stands for "Sensitization and Education through Kunda Arts", and
is a collective of artists who create participatory theater to educate communities on various
important social and environmental issues.
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AUGUST 25 Friday * KUYENDA BUSHCAMP
This morning there will be a choice of a game drive or an additional community activity followed
by brunch at Mfuwe Lodge. Afterwards we will set out on a game drive south to Kuyenda
Bushcamp, located in a particularly scenic area of open savannah grasslands and beautiful palm
groves in the southern part of the park.

The Bushcamp Company is the only safari operator in the southern section of the park. As a
result, they pride themselves on the intimate nature of their small, exclusive bushcamps, each one
situated in breathtaking and remote locations, far from other camps and tourists. The camps are
designed primarily for walking safaris, but game viewing activities are totally flexible, with both
walks and drives in open vehicles available as well as night drives.
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Kuyenda Bushcamp is situated on a dry sand river tributary of the Luangwa, and close to
permanent springs nearby which ensures fantastic game viewing. The Chindeni Hills are a
prominent feature of the landscape in the near distance. A variety of species is often in view on
the open plain that spreads in front of camp and wanders through on a regular basis.... large herds
of buffalo, prides of lion, family groups of elephant, giraffe, and leopard among many others.

Accommodation is in rustic, yet very comfortable cottages made of grass, reeds and thatch, each
with private en-suite open-air bathroom and hot showers and flush toilets. Furniture is
handcrafted of Malawi hardwoods, and the beds have comfortable thick mattresses, good quality
linens, and large walk-in mosquito nets.
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This charming and intimate bush camp is operated by Phil Berry and Babette Alfieri and caters to
a maximum of eight people. Phil is one of Southern Africa's finest and most respected naturalists
with a long career in wildlife and National Parks. His particular interests are the endemic
Thornicroft’s giraffe and the leopard, for which he is a recognized authority.

Suzyo Zimba will be our guide while we are at Kuyenda. He has
had a burning interest in wildlife since he was 8 years old and
joined the local chapter of the Chongololo Club, run by the
Wildlife Conservation Society of Zambia. He has been entirely
self-taught ever since, motivated by his unwavering quest for an
understanding of all aspects of the natural world. Today his
wealth of knowledge has made him a favorite guide of Kuyenda’s
guests.
Activities at Kuyenda are totally flexible, with both walks and drives in open vehicles available.
Meals can be enjoyed in the main dining and lounge area or open air on the grassy plain nearby to
camp. Sometimes guests are lucky enough to have visitors!!
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Singer up close to giraffe on a walking safari in 2008
Our group will stay at Kuyenda for three nights, on a fully inclusive basis with exclusive use of
camp.
http://www.bushcampcompany.com/bushcamps/kuyenda.php
AUGUST 28 Monday * BILIMUNGWE BUSHCAMP
This morning we will set out on foot for a partial walk to Bilimungwe Bushcamp. The distance
is too far for a morning walk so we will stop half way and then be driven on to camp once
conditions are too warm. Scenery along the way is stunning with the Luangwa River and Chindeni
Hills in view most of the route.
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Bilimungwe's four raised thatched rooms have been carefully designed to ensure the height of
comfort while still retaining that authentic bushcamp feel. The tangle of mature mahogany trees
that surround camp are echoed in the rich, wood interiors and the beautiful wooden furniture,
handmade by local artisans. Bright African textiles bring splashes of color to the lovely rooms.

The chalets are spacious and elegant with en-suite open-air waterfall hot showers and flush toilets.
Bilimungwe blends seamlessly with its surroundings and offers unrivaled wildlife viewings.
Activities consist of day & afternoon into night drives in open vehicles in addition to walking
safaris. Elephant often frequent the lagoon in front of the dining area and lounge deck at
Bilimungwe.
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The open waters of the nearby Luangwa River offer a spectacular display of birds and animals that
clearly feel as comfortable here as guests do.

Our group will stay at Bilimungwe for three nights on a fully inclusive basis with exclusive use of
camp.
http://www.bushcampcompany.com/bushcamps/bilimungwe.php
AUGUST 31 Thursday * SINDABEZI, ZAMBIAN SIDE OF VICTORIA FALLS
This morning we will be transferred the short 8 kilometer drive to Kapamba Airstrip for our
private King Air charter direct to Livingstone scheduled to depart at 10AM. (Flying time is
approximately 2 hours.)
On arrival at 12PM we will be met by a representative from Tongabezi who will transfer us by
vehicle to the lodge (about a 20 minute drive). After checking in there, we will be transferred by
boat to their intimate island camp, Sindabezi in the middle of the Zambezi overlooking other
islands and a nearby floodplain of the Victoria Falls National Park. (This is approximately a 20
minute boat ride from Tongabezi.) We will arrive in time for lunch at Sindabezi.
Victoria Falls is recognized as one of the seven natural wonders of the world, and has been
declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Victoria Falls is actually a series of seven waterfalls
that occur where the powerful Zambezi River plunges down a series of basalt gorges in a
breathtaking mile-wide display. Mist from the waterfalls can be seen up to 30 miles away and the
thundering roar can be heard long before the falls can be seen. The spray from the water is
responsible for sustaining the "rainforest" opposite the falls. When the river is in full flood the
falls become the largest curtain of falling water in the world with up to 130 million gallons of water
a minute crashing into the Batoka Gorge below.
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Sindabezi is unique, being the only island camp on the Upper Zambezi River in the Victoria Falls
area.

The possibility to experience elephant next to your room, hippo on your doorstep, and awake to
the dawn chorus offers possibly the best wildlife experience in the Victoria Falls region. Designed
for a maximum of only ten guests, Sindabezi has been recently completely refurbished. The five
chalets are open-faced and built from local timber, reed and thatch, each with spectacular private
views over the Zambezi.

We are booked at Sindabezi for one night on a fully inclusive basis with exclusive use of camp.
http://tongabezi.com/sindabezi/
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SEPTEMBER 1 Friday * OKAVANGO DELTA, BOTSWANA
This morning after breakfast at 9AM we will be transferred by boat and vehicle to Livingstone
Airport for our private charter flight in a Caravan to Maun, Botswana. We are scheduled to
depart at 11AM. (Flying time is approximately 1 hour 25 minutes, not including our stop in
Kasane, Botswana for entry formalities into the country.) Tongabezi will arrange a packed lunch
for us to bring along.
Maun is known as the gateway to the Okavango Delta, a unique World Heritage Site. It is only a
short drive to the north of this frontier town where the waters of this wondrous world exist,
covering an area of almost 7000 square miles during the high floods.

Thousands of palm fringed islands are surrounded by seasonal floodplains. Elephants cross these
floodplains leaving clear paths for us to follow as we explore on foot this stunningly beautiful area
from our private camp. When the flood waters have receded we can walk from island to island but
at times of flooding we will use the Bayei’s traditional way of traversing the Delta in a mokoro
(dug-out canoe) which keeps the islands accessible to us.
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On arrival in Maun we will be met by David Foot, Founder and Owner of Ride Botswana, who will
take us on a thrilling six day walking safari through the Okavango Delta and Selinda Reserve.
From the airport we will be transferred by vehicle (about 30 minutes) to our Fixed Mobile Camp.
We will spend three nights on a fully inclusive basis.
http://www.ridebotswana.com/private-safaris/on-foot-through-botswana/

Born and raised in Africa, David Foot
has lived and worked in some of Africa’s
greatest wildlife areas; Kafue and South
Luangwa in Zambia, Matusadona and
Mana Pools in Zimbabwe, and then for
15 years in the Nyika National Park in
Malawi. Botswana is now home where
he is able to combine his love of horses
and walking safaris with the African
wilderness and his family. Bird watching
is also one of David’s passions, so be
prepared with a good pair of binoculars!

Our temporary camp is simple as it is entirely transported in by mokoros, but extremely
comfortable and sited on the edge of an island overlooking a river channel with the grunting of
hippos and tinkling of reed frogs providing a nightly chorus. Accommodation is in dome tents
with separate bucket showers and “long drop loos” just adjacent to each tent.

Robyn and David Foot on mobile riding safari with dome tents we will be using in the Okavango
After we have settled into camp this afternoon we have a safety briefing before going on a short
evening walk.
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SEPTEMBER 2 Saturday * WALKING SAFARIS IN THE DELTA
We may have been kept awake at night by the sound of elephants feeding around our tents or lions
calling as they patrol their territory but days on safari must still start early while the day is cool.
The water, floodplains and the islands of the Okavango Delta are a haven for wildlife.

We will enjoy a morning walk today in search of elephants that may be swimming in the deep
channels, herds of red lechwe tripping through the shallow waters, glimpses of predators trying to
stay hidden and brilliant birdlife everywhere. When the day heats up we will return to the shade of
the camp or find a natural, crystal clear pool to have a refreshing swim. In the early evening we
will venture out again and marvel at the solitude and the extraordinary light across this stunning
landscape as the sun sinks below the horizon.

SEPTEMBER 3 Sunday * WALKING SAFARIS IN THE DELTA
Today we have the freedom to head in any direction that takes our fancy. On safari it is important
to be flexible and to allow our days to be dictated by the movement of the game rather than the
time.
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Perhaps we will have heard the sawing rasp of a leopard at night and we may spend the morning
searching for this most elusive of cats. Or head to the nearby hippo pools to sit quietly and be
entertained by their constant antics. Back in camp after dark the incredible night sky will light up
our camp fire stories.
SEPTEMBER 4 Monday * SELINDA EXPLORER’S CAMP, LINYANTI
Today, after breakfast, a 45 minute flight takes us onto the Selinda Reserve. During our drive
from the Selinda airstrip to Selinda Explorers Camp we will begin to feel the true wildness of
this remote part of Botswana.
Selinda Explorers Camp is situated on a bend of the Selinda Spillway, a remote waterway
meandering through northern Botswana and attracting huge herds of elephant and buffalo, which
come to slake their thirst and wallow in the refreshing waters. This prime location is deep within
rich wildlife territory.

This simple, yet elegant, camp is one of David’s favorite permanent camps in Botswana as it
blends comfort with a raw edge. It is the perfect camp to safari from on foot and by canoe as
roads are few and far between. The waters of the Spillway provide a lifeline for the wildlife.
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The Selinda Reserve is home to over 12,000 elephants during the dry season attracted by the water
of the Spillway as well as a high predator concentration with three different packs of wild dog
known to den there.

At Selinda Explorers we will find some of the more unusual antelope species for Botswana such as
the magnificent sable and the rare roan antelopes. There are resident prides of lion and nocturnal
wildlife is prolific with frequent sightings of aardwolf and civet. Several award winning wildlife
documentaries have been filmed in this area as well, in particular about the interaction of lions,
hyenas, and elephants.
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During our stay the emphasis will be on walking and canoeing, however we will also have two
vehicles available to our group.

Activities will be determined by the water levels of the Spillway when we are there. Downstream
we may find something that attracts our attention and gets us out of the canoes and back on foot.
Perhaps the early call of a Giant Eagle Owl or the alarm call of an impala herd as the day draws to
and end and leopards start to move.

During the heat of the day we will siesta at our lovely camp which our group will have on an
exclusive basis. In the afternoons we will head out once it starts to cool down; perhaps we will opt
to jump in a canoe and paddle downstream passing a rich tapestry of water birds, always on the
lookout for the hippos who love to call the Spillway their home.
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We will spend three nights at Selinda Explorers Camp on a fully inclusive basis.
http://greatplainsconservation.com/selinda-explorers/
SEPTEMBER 7 Thursday * EN-ROUTE TO USA
Today we will depart Selinda Explorers Camp by charter flight in a Caravan back to Maun.
(Flying time is approximately 50 minutes.) In Maun we will connect with our outbound flights to
Johannesburg. From here, optional extensions to Elephant Watch in Kenya, or perhaps to Cape
Town, which will be in the full bloom of spring at this time, are possible.

WELCOME HOME!
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TOTAL NIGHTS IN AFRICA:

15

SAFARI PRICE PER PERSON:
Based on 8 people traveling in shared accommodation

$15,740

INCLUDED IN SAFARI PRICE: All accommodation on a fully inclusive basis except at Latitude
15 where bed & breakfast only; bar throughout, except at Latitude 15 and Mfuwe Lodge where
payable direct; some premium wines and champagnes plus premium liquors and spirits may be
additional at some of the camps; all private and scheduled charter flights within Zambia and
Botswana as detailed in this itinerary, where luggage is strictly limited;*** all airport & road
transfers; meet and greets and assists as detailed in this itinerary and on a private basis; all game
viewing activities and guiding services; VAT; all national park fees, conservation and community
fund fees and levies; laundry at all safari camps.
***Please note that luggage is strictly limited to the above mentioned weight, which includes all
camera bags and carry on pieces in soft-sided bags. This is enforced purely for safety reasons.
Should your luggage weigh more than the allotted per person amount please call our office so that
we can discuss alternative options with you
NOT INCLUDED IN SAFARI PRICE: $1000 per person tax deductible donation to
WorldWomenWork to be used for project picked by group; transatlantic flights to Lusaka, Zambia
and from Maun, Botswana; any new or increased government taxes or fees; gratuities to staff and
guides; any meals, bar, spa treatments, activities or excursions not specified; laundry not
mentioned above; national park fees subject to change at any time; visa fees subject to change at
any time (detailed below); domestic and international departure taxes; any changes to itinerary enroute; items of a personal nature; trip cancellation and interruption insurance.
VISA FEES & AIRPORT DEPARTURE TAXES REQUIRED FOR THIS ITINERARY:
 Aug 23 ~ US$50 cash per person for a single entry visa into Zambia (Lusaka Airport).
TIPPING RECOMMENDATIONS: Although tipping is never required, it is greatly appreciated.
If you would like to leave something behind at the places you visit, a good guideline would be to
allocate $5-$10 per traveler per day for safari camp staff, and $10-20 or more per traveler per day
for your guide. Hotels and Guesthouses are excluded from this where you need only consider
porters, maid service and the concierge/butler, at your own discretion. US dollars are accepted
everywhere.
Please ensure that you carry sufficient small USD notes ($1’s and $5’s) for tipping and exchanging,
and the EXACT denominations for visa fees in bills dated 2007 or later.

TRIP CANCELLATION AND INTERRUPTION INSURANCE IS STRONGLY
RECOMMENDED

